
FACE THE Challenge –

Europe

Theme: Integration of migrants 

Preliminary assignment for the LTT in Portugal

This assignment has two parts: 

a) The first part is about facts. This is the necessary background, so we all know what we are 

talking about in the context of our 4 schools (Sweden, Finland, The Netherlands, and 

Portugal).

b) The second part is about understanding well what exactly we mean when we talk about 

the “challenge of integration”, and it is also about interesting experiences with integration

that can be shared.

Each school should bring one (1!!!) final document in which you present the results of your 

preliminary research. This can be a film or a Powerpoint (or similar) presentation, which should 

not take longer than 8 -  10 minutes (if you can do it shorter, all the better). Please send your 

document to our school before the meeting (you can use Wetransfer for doing that).

Part I: FACTS

What is the reality of migration in your school and city / region? Consider the past 2 or 3 years

a) Present some numbers/statistics about migration:

b) Where do most migrants come from? What is the percentage of migrants from EU-

countries, from other European countries, from the Middle East, from other parts of the 

world?

c) What makes these migrants come to your place/country? (War refugees? Violence in 

their countries? Economic reasons / Search for a better life) …..?

d) Present some numbers of migrants in your school (newly arrived students/teachers/other

workers from a different country)

e) What kind of support exists for migrants in your school and / or community?

Part II: the challenge of Integration

1. You will go to Portugal for one week. 

a) What can you do to integrate yourself – into the host family?

                                                                         - into the international group of students?

                                                                          - into Portuguese culture?

b) What could the Portuguese hosts (family, partner students, school) do to make 

integration easier for you? 

c) Would anything of what you said so far [under a) and b)] be different if you went to a 

new country for a whole year or longer? Would anything be different if you went to a 

country “really far away”, like Nepal, China, Saudi Arabia, South Africa?



2. Have you ever done anything to help an immigrant integrate? Talk to someone (fellow 

student, teacher, other people in the community) who does/has done so and ask him/her 

to talk a bit about the experience and how he/she feels about it.

3. Talk to an immigrant and ask him/her:

a) What he/she understands by “integration” (“For me, successful integration is…..”)

b) What helps him/her to feel good as someone who lives in your country but is also 

related to another country and culture

c) What helped him/her to get integrated into your school and country and what 

are/were the major obstacles


